Bachelor's degree in Economics-Statistics (interuniversity UB-UPC double degree)

This dual-track programme in economics and statistics, coordinated by the Universitat de Barcelona (UB) and with the UPC as a participant, allows you to earn two degrees. In addition to the scientific training provided in the bachelor's degree in Economics – which will enable you to understand the fundamentals of theoretical and applied economics and apply the analytical techniques of this discipline – you will develop the skills that statisticians use to collect and analyse information. As a graduate of this double-degree course you will be able to rapidly adapt to economic and social changes, identify problems, and deliver solutions based on advanced information analysis methods for optimal decision-making. The course is offered jointly with the University of Barcelona (UB), so students reap the rewards of a richer learning experience, benefiting from the combined expertise of UPC and UB teaching staff in engineering and technology, economics, and social and health sciences.

GENERAL DETAILS

Duration
5 years and a half

Delivery
Face-to-face

Fees and grants
Approximate fees per academic year: €2,280 (€3,420 for non-EU residents). Consult the public fees system based on income (grants and payment options).

ADMISSION

Places
20

Registration and enrolment
What are the requirements to enrol in a bachelor's degree course?

Legalisation of foreign documents
All documents issued in non-EU countries must be legalised and bear the corresponding apostille.

PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

Professional opportunities
- Private-sector companies and government agencies.
- Data analysis departments: cost analysis, analysis of foreign markets, market research, financial and risk analysis.
- Sections of institutions that require training in statistics and knowledge of economics: official institutes of statistics, demography, social security and the labour market, public health departments and health services, among others.

ORGANISATION

Academic calendar
General academic calendar for bachelor's, master's and doctoral degrees courses
Academic regulations
   Academic regulations for bachelor’s degree courses at the UPC

Language certification and credit recognition
   Queries about language courses and certification

School of Mathematics and Statistics (FME)